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Africa is where I was born, where my parents
and I founded A&K 60 years ago and where,
even today, I still feel unbreakably connected to
the land and its people. It has been a point of
pride for me that A&K provide the best African
travel experience available, and so I am thrilled
to invite you on our all-new, 22-day Africa:
Across a Continent by Private Jet.
From the awe-inspiring monuments of ancient
Egypt to the wildlife-rich Serengeti plains, from
the vanishing mountain gorillas of Rwanda to the
bustling medina of Marrakech, this journey presents
the best of Africa’s natural wonders along with its
rich history and heritage. Join just 48 privileged
guests on a comprehensive journey across the
breadth of Africa, travelling on our chartered
Boeing 757 with the finest Tour Managers and
local guides in the industry, and backed by the
unbeatable know-how of the company that
invented the luxury African adventure.
Travel with us on this journey, and experience
the best of a continent as only A&K can reveal it.

Geoffrey Kent
Founder, Co-Chairman & CEO
Abercrombie & Kent
Follow @geoffrey_kent on Instagram

TO AND FROM
LONDON

MARRAKECH

ER RACHIDIA,
MOROCCO

CAIRO, EGYPT
LUXOR

COTONOU, BENIN

AFRICA
ACRO SS A C ONTINENT
B Y PR IVAT E JET

KIGALI,
RWANDA

SERENGETI
NATIONAL PARK
ARUSHA,
TANZANIA

OKAVANGO
DELTA

22 Days | September 29–October 20, 2023
Limited to 48 Guests

MAUN, BOTSWANA

$134,500 per person, double occupancy
$29,500 single supplement
Arrives and departs in London, UK

CAPE TOWN,
SOUTH AFRICA

Private Jet Flights
Local Charter Flights

EGYPT

Land of the Pharaohs | Sep 30–Oct 2

Visit the pyramids and enjoy exclusive access
to the paws of the Great Sphinx.

RWANDA

Gorillas & Golden Monkeys | Oct 3–5

Venture into the jungle to encounter two rare primates,
and visit with a local conservation researcher.

TANZANIA

The Big Five | Oct 6–8

Explore the Serengeti in search of Africa’s iconic wildlife,
and soar high above its plains in a hot air balloon.

BOTSWANA

Wildlife Along the River | Oct 9–12

Search for wildlife in the Moremi Game Reserve and
Chobe National Park, staying in the finest safari camps.

SOUTH AFRICA

Winelands & Mountains in the Sea | Oct 13–14

Enjoy your choice of activities, including wine tasting,
flightseeing by helicopter or visiting Robben Island.

BENIN

Mysteries of Vodoun | Oct 15–16

Attend a Vodoun (Voodoo) ceremony for authentic
insights into this venerable religion.

MOROCCO

Desert Wonders & the Pink City | Oct 17–20

Sleep in luxury under the Sahara Desert stars and
explore bustling Marrakech.
888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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T H E U LT I M AT E WAY TO T R AV E L
This A&K Private Jet Journey is the ultimate luxury adventure, an artfully orchestrated sequence of inspiring
destinations and once-in-a-lifetime experiences made possible through the flexibility of private air — as well as
A&K’s unrivaled local presence and expertise in Africa, with offices in 10 countries throughout the continent.
Your small group of 48 like-minded guests travels on an all-inclusive itinerary packed with insider access,
fine dining and astonishing wildlife viewing. Jet from one destination to the next with a staff of expert Tour
Managers, a professional photographer and a dedicated flight crew, ending each day in accommodations chosen
for their comfort, hospitality and true local character.
From the moment you arrive until the day you bid your private jet crew farewell, experience a journey
that combines luxury, authenticity and expertise as only A&K can.

Join us for an unforgettable journey revealing the treasures of a continent. To make your
reservation, call 888 755 3491, visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to your travel professional.

888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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F LY I N G A S I T WA S
M E A N T TO B E
Step aboard A&K’s chartered Boeing 757 and enjoy the utmost in comfort and style with 48 first-class,
fully lie-flat seats, a dedicated cabin crew who makes your private jet a welcoming home away from
home and a range of thoughtful amenities, from an espresso maker and noise-canceling headphones to
Wi-Fi (where available) and entertainment selected to complement your itinerary. Touch down in exotic
destinations not easily accessible via the major carriers, reliably coming and going on a timetable based
on your itinerary — not an airline’s convenience.
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“The A&K team far exceeded our expectations.
I would have kept going for another month
with this team and this group.”
— Meg; Chicago, IL
Private Jet Guest

P R I V I L E G E D ACC E S S
A&K pioneered the luxury adventure in Africa 60 years ago, and our network of local experts is
unsurpassed. This enables us to pack your itinerary with authentic events beyond the reach of any
other travel company, including the opportunity to see the paws of the Great Sphinx with an expert
Egyptologist, meet a wildlife veterinarian who safeguards the health of Rwanda’s mountain gorillas
and attend an authentic Vodoun ceremony in Benin.

888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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ACCOMMODATIONS & DINING
Your accommodations embody the authentic hospitality and character of each locale you visit. These include luxury
safari camps such as Sanctuary Chief ’s Camp and Sanctuary Chobe Chilwero, as well as the iconic urban style of
One&Only Cape Town and The Oberoi, Marrakech. Your meals, meanwhile, are a complete feast for the senses, with
local entertainment and stunning natural backdrops that turn cocktails or a dinner into an event. You also enjoy
opportunities to experience your destination’s cuisine on your own at the restaurant of your choice.
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YO U R A & K TO U R S TA F F
Leading your journey is an experienced Tour Director, who oversees the itinerary from start to finish. On the ground, your
group divides into smaller parties, each led by a Tour Manager and assisted by resident guides and expert wildlife trackers.
An onboard physician travels with you to assist with any medical issues, while your dedicated Luggage Manager oversees
the handling of your luggage between every destination as part of A&K’s Travelling Bell Boy® service. Finally, a professional
photographer is always at hand to offer tips for capturing the perfect shot.

A L L- I N C LU S I V E LUXU RY
Included on Your Private Jet Journey:
First-Class Chartered Flights Aboard a Boeing 757 with Fully Lie-Flat Seats
Dedicated Flight Crew, Including Executive Chef, Photographer and
Full-Time Physician
All Meals, with Beer and Wine, Full Bar Service on Board and at Special Events
Hand-Picked Luxury Accommodations
Design Your Day® with a Choice of Activities in Select Destinations
Full-Time Luggage Manager and Mid-Journey Laundry Service
White Glove Passport and Visa Handling Service
Internet Access, Including in Flight (Where Available)
All Gratuities
Unrivaled Local Expertise and 24/7 Support Through A&K’s Network of
Over 55 Offices in More Than 30 Countries
888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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AFRICA
ACROSS A C ONTINENT BY PRIVATE JET

22 Days
September 29–October 20, 2023
Limited to 48 Guests
$134,500 per person, double occupancy
$29,500 single supplement
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LO N D O N
September 29 | Your Journey Begins

Arrive in London and transfer to your accommodations at Four
Seasons London at Ten Trinity Square, where you meet your tour
leadership team and fellow guests over cocktails and dinner.
Meals: D

Four Seasons London at Ten
Trinity Square
London, United Kingdom
Set in the heart of the city, this landmark hotel
overlooks iconic London sights such as Tower
Bridge and the Tower of London, serving
as a luxurious and stylish hub from which to
experience both London’s historic past and
its exhilarating present.

888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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E GY P T
September 30–October 2 | Land of the Pharaohs

LONDON CAIRO (4.5 hours)
CAIRO LUXOR (1 hour each way)
Arrive in Cairo and transfer to your luxurious hotel with unparalleled
Nile River views. This evening, enjoy a traditional candlelit dinner
accompanied by entertainment. The next day, set out to discover
the Giza Plateau, site of the pyramids of Mycerinus and Chefren, as
well as the Great Pyramid of Cheops. Built in the Fourth Dynasty
(approximately 2690 BC), it is the only survivor of the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World. Then, accompanied by an Egyptologist, go up
close to the Great Sphinx, enjoying special private access to the paws
of the enigmatic monument. This afternoon, select from the following
Design Your Day activities:
▶ Explore the Grand Egyptian Museum (subject to opening),
the world’s largest repository of ancient Egyptian artifacts,
including the entire collection of objects recovered from
Tutankhamun’s tomb.
▶ Sharpen Your Bargaining Skills at Khan el-Khalili Bazaar,
visiting workshops and stalls selling all manner of things from
glassware and leather goods to perfumes and fabrics.
▶ Relax at Your Hotel and indulge in the many amenities on offer.
The next day, fly to Luxor, home to the Valley of the Kings, where
over 62 tombs belonging to the Pharaohs of the New Kingdom —
including Tutankhamun — were laid to rest. Enjoy lunch and a talk
by an archaeologist and then see the largest temple in Egypt, the
Karnak Temple, with its massive hypostyle hall that contains 134
perfectly aligned columns. Fly back to Cairo and choose to dine at
your choice of restaurants handpicked by our experts. Meals: B L D
10
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The St. Regis Cairo
Cairo, Egypt
Fronting the Nile near the heart of downtown, The St. Regis Cairo
puts the city’s finest dining, shopping and entertainment within easy
reach. The contemporary luxury hotel offers 362 guest rooms and
suites with crisp, stylish decor and spectacular Nile views.

CULTURAL
ENCOUNTER

Privately Explore an Ornate Tomb
Enjoy private access to the closed-to-the-public
tomb of Amenhotep II, one of the most ornate tombs
in the Valley of the Kings, which contains a complete
recounting of ancient Egypt’s afterlife.

888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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RWA N DA
October 3–5 | Gorillas & Golden Monkeys

CAIRO KIGALI (5 hours)
Arrive at Rwanda’s Kigali International Airport and continue to
Musanze, your gateway to Volcanoes National Park, where you
set out on your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to encounter the
mountain gorillas of the Parc Nationale des Volcanes, part of a
worldwide population of just 600. This is one of the world’s truly
memorable experiences — a look into these magnificent creatures’
eyes brings home the bond that exists between them and us. It
also underscores the poignant fact that they are on the edge
of extinction, and that your presence here contributes to their
continued survival. Learn the ins and outs of gorilla conservation
during a talk with a Gorilla Doctor. The following morning, choose
a Design Your Day option:
▶ Trek to Spot Golden Monkeys, active and playful creatures
who live in bamboo trees at the base of the volcanoes.
▶ Explore a Local Market to browse a variety of goods.
▶ Relax and Enjoy a Massage at your lodge.
This afternoon, pay a visit to the research center established
by anthropologist Dian Fossey in 1967 and attend a talk by a
conservation expert. Later, enjoy a private visit to the Iby’iwacu
Cultural Center for an in-depth immersion into traditional
Rwandan culture. Meals: B L D

One&Only Gorilla’s Nest
Singita Kwitonda Lodge
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda
One&Only Gorilla’s Nest and Singita Kwitonda Lodge offer luxurious
accommodations in the heart of Volcanoes National Park, with beautiful,
fragrant grounds on which to walk and relax.

WILDLIFE
SPOTLIGHT

Meet a Gorilla Doctor
Enjoy an eye-opening talk by a Gorilla
Doctor, part of a group dedicated to
conserving the endangered mountain
gorilla through life-saving veterinary
medicine and hands-on care in the wild.
12
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TA N Z A N I A
October 6–8 | The Big Five

KIGALI ARUSHA (1.5 hours)
From the towering volcanic peaks of Rwanda, your private jet takes
you to the sweeping, hill-dotted plains of Tanzania’s Serengeti
National Park — true safari country. Serengeti is home to the Big
Five (lions, leopards, Cape buffalo, rhinos and elephants), along
with giraffes, gazelles, zebras and wildebeest.
After a short charter flight into the heart of the Serengeti, arrive at
your luxurious lodge for three days of unforgettable game drives.
Observe the Serengeti’s priceless living bounty in the company of
the continent’s best driver-guides, unwinding at the end of the day
with a gourmet meal. Floating above the Serengeti for an exclusive
balloon safari, with a Champagne breakfast waiting for you upon
landing, more than justifies a pre-dawn wakeup call.
Between game drives, experience the varied pleasures on offer in the
Serengeti. You will also meet members of the local Maasai tribe, who
stage a performance just for you, and learn from local conservation
experts and lion researchers about efforts to help the people and
wildlife in the Serengeti coexist and thrive. Meals: B L D

Four Seasons Safari Lodge Serengeti
Serengeti, Tanzania
Deep in the heart of the Serengeti, the lodge sits next to a watering hole, where you can
watch local wildlife stop to drink. Spacious rooms are furnished with local textiles and
artwork, and private balconies overlook the savanna or the neighboring waterhole.
888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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WILDLIFE
SPOTLIGHT

Okavango Delta Wildlife
The largest inland delta in the world, Okavango
offers dramatic wildlife spotting, whether by safari
vehicle or on the water in a mokoro (canoe).
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B OT SWA N A
October 9–12 | Wildlife Along the River

ARUSHA MAUN (3.5 hours)
Your journey now takes you to Botswana, whose abundant
waters mirror the boundless African skies and provide lifegiving sustenance to a variety of wildlife. Fly to the Moremi
Game Reserve, widely acknowledged as the “predator capital
of the world.” Game viewing in the Okavango Delta is nothing
short of spectacular. Beyond predators, the delta draws large
concentrations of elephants, buffalo, red lechwes, giraffes and
impalas. Take advantage of game-viewing activities led by
deeply experienced driver/guides, or choose to take in the views
from your own private viewing deck. You also enjoy a mokoro
(canoe) ride for a rare safari opportunity across deceptively quiet
marshlands alive with crocodiles, bathing hippos, birds and tiny
red reed frogs (subject to water levels). After your game viewing,
return to your camp to relax, dine and enjoy its facilities.

Then, fly northeast to Chobe National Park, passing over
forests, floodplains and marshlands en route. In addition to
elephants, the Chobe plain boasts buffalo, leopards, lions,
giraffes, kudus and hippos, all of which you may come across
during your guided game drives through Chobe National
Park. During your stay, you have the option to visit Victoria
Falls, the “Smoke that Thunders.” Your guides ensure the
best photographic opportunities while providing fascinating
facts and insights into this iconic natural wonder. Back at
the lodge, take time to unwind with a dip in the split-level
swimming pool, book a Vichy shower treatment at the spa
or grab a book from the library. Cap the evening with a lazy
cruise down the Chobe River, cocktail in hand. Meals: B L D

Sanctuary Chief’s Camp
Moremi Game Reserve, Botswana

Little Mombo Camp
Moremi Game Reserve, Botswana

Sanctuary Chobe Chilwero
Chobe National Park, Botswana

Set deep in the Mombo Concession of the
Moremi Game Reserve, Sanctuary Chief’s
Camp is one of the best camps in Botswana,
with 12 secluded and spacious bush pavilions
set along natural pathways frequented by the
local wildlife.

Little Mombo nestles under a canopy of large
jackalberry and sausage trees in the Moremi
Game Reserve. With just four suites overlooking
a game-rich floodplain, Little Mombo offers
understated luxury, hospitality and world-class
wildlife encounters.

This exquisite lodge sits above the Chobe
River, with expansive views across the islands.
Reserved exclusively for you, Sanctuary
Chobe Chilwero consists of 15 luxurious airconditioned cottages, each with freestanding
bath, private garden and private balcony.

In order to provide you with exclusive accommodations at your luxury safari camps, your group will split during your visit to Botswana, with half
of the group visiting Moremi Game Reserve from Oct 9–10, followed by Chobe National Park from Oct 11–12, and the other half doing the reverse.
888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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SOUTH AFRICA
October 13–14 | Winelands & Mountain in the Sea

MAUN CAPE TOWN (2.75 hours)
South Africa presents a landscape more familiar, if equally beautiful,
with modern cities and tended fields nestled alongside mountains
and scrubland. Arrive in Cape Town and transfer to the elegant
One&Only Cape Town for overnight and dinner at the restaurant
of your choice from our recommended options. The following day,
participate in your pre-selected Design Your Day activity:
▶ Explore Cape Peninsula with a Scenic Helicopter Flight, flying
over Cape Point Nature Reserve and landing there to search for
African penguins on a beach known only to locals. Continue on
to the Cape of Good Hope for a gentle hike exploring secluded
beaches, shipwrecks and this region’s unique wildlife.
▶ Tour the Famous Wine Regions of Stellenbosch and
Franschhoek, viewing vine-covered landscapes crowned with
beautiful Cape Dutch manors. Enjoy wine tastings and lunch
before returning to your hotel.
▶ Visit Robben Island, South Africa’s most notorious prison,
where Nelson Mandela was confined, and then, weather
permitting, ride a cable car to the top of Table Mountain for
thrilling views of the Twelve Apostles range and Cape Point.
▶ Enjoy a Day at Leisure at your hotel, including a spa treatment
of your choice.
In the evening, join fellow guests for dinner paired with exquisite
local wines. Meals: B L D
16
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One&Only Cape Town
Cape Town, South Africa
One&Only Cape Town is an oasis of elegance amid one of
the world’s most charming cities. The chic island design and
contemporary African flair of this urban resort find a natural
home in the heart of Cape Town’s Victoria & Alfred Waterfront.

BENIN
October 15–16 | Mysteries of Vodoun

CAPE TOWN COTONOU (6.5 hours)
Cross the heart of the African continent en route to Benin’s
capital of Cotonou, where you are greeted with a rousing display
of traditional drumming, singing and dancing. At Ouidah,
one of the epicenters of African Vodoun, known in the West as
Voodoo, tour the temple dedicated to the sacred python, which is
believed to bestow vitality and protection. Delve deeper into the
realm of Vodoun, a religion born in West Africa that migrated
to the Americas with the slave trade. Attend an authentic
Vodoun ceremony, and then roam through the Sacred Forest and
Foundation Zinsou, a modern museum of contemporary art. Visit
the historical Museum of Ouidah, located in an old Portuguese
fort built in 1721, its exhibits frankly recounting Benin’s role in the
Atlantic slave trade. Then explore Ganvie, a sensational village on
water, commonly referred to as the Venice of West Africa. A band
and a dance troupe welcome you as you arrive. Watch as vendors
in dugout canoes piled high with wares transact commerce. Take
some time to shop the floating market, and then settle in for a
relaxing canoe ride on the waterways of this exotic 300-year-old
village. Meals: B L D

Golden Tulip Le Diplomate Cotonou
Cotonou, Benin
Full-featured, inviting property in the heart of Cotonou, with a spacious pool area,
fitness center and spa, as well as a restaurant serving a blend of Beninese cuisine and
international fare.

CULTURAL
ENCOUNTER

Discover the Authentic Vodoun
Vodoun (Voodoo) has been practiced in West Africa
for thousands of years. Learn how this venerable faith
is practiced at a private Vodoun ceremony.
888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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INSPIRING
ACCESS

Desert Camping Under the Stars
Stay in an exclusive A&K desert tented camp
in the shadow of the Erg Chebbi dunes.
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M O RO CCO
October 17–20 | Desert Wonders & the Pink City

COTONOU ER RACHIDIA (5 hours)
ER RACHIDIA MARRAKECH (1 hour)
Arrive at Morocco’s Er Rachidia airport, where your A&K desert
team is ready to escort you by four-wheel-drive vehicle through the
city of Erfoud and into the desert for a drive across the dunes. Mount
a camel for a ride up the famous Erg Znagui sand dunes to your
private tented camp. Enjoy cocktails while watching a spectacular
sunset over the dunes, and then enjoy an unforgettable night in
the Sahara, complete with a traditional performance by Gnaoua
tribesmen and stargazing in the vast desert skies. The next day, fly
over the Atlas Mountains to Marrakech, arriving in time for lunch.
Drive to Souk Smarine, a maze of stalls bursting with textiles and
handcrafts, for a shopping extravaganza and a chance to take in
the city sights. Your final day starts with a visit to the Ben Youssef
madrasa and the Dar el-Bacha Museum, followed by bustling, lively
Djemaa el-Fna square, a kaleidoscope of activity. Later, enjoy a
carriage ride to the Majorelle Gardens, known for their vivid cobaltblue buildings. For your final evening, gather at A&K’s exclusive
Palm Grove camp for a lavish Berber feast, an unforgettable
celebration of your African adventure. The next day, board your
private jet for your flight to London, where you connect with your
international departure flight. Meals: B L D (Oct 17–19); B (Oct 20)

Tented Camp
Erg Chebbi, Morocco

The Oberoi, Marrakech
Marrakech, Morocco

Our secluded camp affords a
romantic hideaway set beneath
starlit skies, featuring a private
bathroom and shower with
each Arab-style tent, along with
warm bedding to keep away the
desert chill.

Tucked into fragrant citrus
and olive groves, The Oberoi,
Marrakech overlooks the
majestic Atlas Mountains. Stay
in a spacious Deluxe Villa with
your own private pool and
landscaped garden.

888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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Join Abercrombie & Kent on a journey around the world. Make your reservation today.
Book today to reserve your preferred seat on the aircraft. For reservations and additional information, call 888 755 3491 (Monday–Friday,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. CT), visit abercrombiekent.com/private-jet or contact your travel professional.
An exclusive private charter for 48 guests | $134,500 per person, double occupancy | $29,500 single supplement
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A&K’S GUEST PROTECTION PROGRAM

PRIVATE JET FLIGHTS
London to Cairo (4.5 hours)
Cairo to Luxor (1 hour each way)
Cairo to Kigali (5 hours)
Kigali to Arusha (1.5 hours)
Arusha to Maun (3.5 hours)
Maun to Cape Town (2.75 hours)
Cape Town to Cotonou (6.5 hours)
Cotonou to Er Rachidia (5 hours)
Er Rachidia to Marrakech (1 hour)
Marrakech to London (3.5 hours)

LOCAL CHARTER FLIGHTS
Kilimanjaro to Serengeti Seronera
(1.5 hours each way)
Maun to Moremi Game Reserve (0.5 hours)
Moremi Game Reserve to Kasane (1.5 hours)
Kasane to Maun (1.5 hours)

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
AFRICA: ACROSS A CONTINENT BY PRIVATE JET
September 29–October 20, 2023

This agreement sets forth the terms and conditions under which
ABERCROMBIE & KENT USA, LLC., 1411 OPUS PLACE, EXECUTIVE
TOWERS WEST II, DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 (hereinafter
called “A&K”), agrees to provide the services described in the brochure
for Africa: Across a Continent by Private Jet (hereinafter called the
“Tour”) from September 29–October 20, 2023.

RESPONSIBILITY

A&K is the charter operator and, except as expressly provided in these
Terms and Conditions, is responsible to the guest for contracting for
all services and accommodations offered in connection with the Tour.
However, in the absence of negligence of A&K, we are not responsible for
personal injury, property damage or other loss caused by (a) any air carrier,
hotel or other supplier of any of the services being offered in connection
with the Tour, or by (b) delays, or defects in or failures of any aircraft,
vessel, automotive vehicle, or other means of transportation or supplier
that is not under its direct control.

CHARTER TOUR PRICE

The price of the full Tour is $134,500 per person, double occupancy, with
an additional $29,500 charge for a single room (subject to availability).
Tour prices include charter flight, all applicable taxes and the additional
services as described in the Africa: Across a Continent by Private Jet
brochure. Prices reflected in these Terms and Conditions are based on
current taxes and jet fuel costs. Rises in cost of tax and/or fuel could
necessitate a supplemental charge. Any tips or gratuities not specifically
mentioned as included in the total charter price will be at your discretion.
No refund will be made for any accommodations or services included in
the charter price which you voluntarily do not use.

RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENT

A non-refundable deposit of $15,000 per person is required to secure a
confirmed reservation for the Tour. A second non-refundable deposit of
$45,000 per person is due by January 2, 2023. Final payment will be due
on or before April 3, 2023. If your reservation is made within 179 days of
departure (on or after April 3, 2023), the entire cost of the trip must be
paid at the time of confirmation. If the Tour is fully booked when your
reservation is received, your payment will be returned within 7 days, or
with your authorization, we can retain the deposit and place your name on
a waiting list in case other passengers cancel their reservations. Even if you
authorize us to put your name on a waiting list, we will notify you within 7
days that your selected flight is fully booked.
Payment may be made using any major credit card, check or wire transfer.
Please note: A minimum age to participate in this program
applies. Please inquire at the time of booking.
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Travel insurance is not included in the price of the journey and is strongly
recommended. You may purchase A&K’s Guest Protection Program for
Private Jet administered by Aon (which provides cancellation coverage,
accident and sickness medical coverage and protection against lost or
stolen or damaged luggage). The initial plan cost will be based on the
initial deposit amount. When you make your second deposit, you must
pay additional plan costs to cover your second deposit and any remaining
outstanding deposits. Insurance coverages in the plan are subject to
limitations and exclusions, including an exclusion for pre-existing
conditions. If you are not disabled from travel, you can waive the preexisting medical condition exclusion by purchasing the plan within 14
days of the date your initial trip deposit is received. For Trip Cancellation
and Trip Interruption coverages, the pre-existing medical condition
exclusion waiver applies only to the first $50,000 of trip cost. For more
information, visit affinitytravelcert.com/abk. (AH-4185)

BAGGAGE

Each participant is strictly limited to 80 lbs. of checked baggage in
a maximum of two suitcases. Small carry-ons should be limited to
one per person. Baggage, when not handled by Abercrombie & Kent
USA, LLC, and personal effects are at all times the sole responsibility
of the participant. Check with your selected airline for other baggage
restrictions applicable to your flights to join and leave the Tour.
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to sea, land and air travel, or any other similar occurrence that is beyond its
reasonable ability to control.

AIRCRAFT AND FLIGHTS

ICELANDAIR, Reykjavikurflugvollur, IS-101 Reykjavik, Iceland, the
Air Carrier, will be using a Boeing 757-23N(WL) Business Jet with 50
VIP-style seats. The Air Carrier reserves the right to change the aircraft
if it becomes unserviceable with a reasonable substitute of comparable
capacity. The timetable and flight routes for the Tour are approximate and
subject to change. In addition, international flights are subject to landing
rights and other restrictions that are under foreign government control.
If a foreign government for any reason denies landing rights, and if travel
to that destination is canceled, the passenger will receive a refund with
respect to such flight.
Passengers and their personal belongings, including baggage, are subject
to search by airport authorities to ensure the safety and security of the
flight. Any passenger who, upon request, refuses to consent to any such
procedure may be refused transportation.
No individual air ticket will be issued to the travellers on the private jet.
Rather, each traveller will be listed on a master air manifest that will be
the responsibility of the Tour Director throughout the Tour.
Air Carrier’s Right to Deny Boarding. The Air Carrier shall have the
right to refuse boarding or to remove any passenger:

In Rwanda, Tanzania, Botswana and Morocco, guests are strictly limited
to 33 lbs. of soft-sided luggage per person. A duffel bag for this purpose
will be provided by Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC, for each guest prior to
departure. The remainder of guests’ luggage will be stored by Abercrombie
& Kent USA, LLC, during these program segments.

(a) Who appears to be intoxicated or under the influence of any illicit
drug or controlled substance;

The governments of Benin, Botswana, Morocco, Rwanda, South Africa,
and Tanzania have implemented a ban on plastic bags. The ban applies to
“carrier and flat bags,” primarily targeting bags from shops and grocery
stores, but also extending to Ziploc-type bags, duty-free bags and bubble
wrap. If a visitor has these types of bags visible while in the airport, they
are likely to be confiscated, and a fine may be levied. Bags designed for
repeated use, such as zippered cosmetic bags, are not included in the ban.

(c) If necessary for the reasonable safety and comfort of the other
passengers or if the passenger is creating a hazard or risk to himself or
other persons or property;

For INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS, the air carrier’s liability is limited to
the actual value of the baggage but not more than 1,131 special drawing
rights (SDR) per passenger.

CANCELLATION CHARGES

Cancellations must be received in writing and will become effective on the
date of the postmark, fax or email receipt. All payments are non-refundable.
Refunds will not be made for any missed services or missed days.
If you cancel your reservation, your right to receive a refund is limited,
per the following schedule:

CANCELLATION FEES PER PERSON
Date
On or before January 2, 2023
Between January 3 and April 3, 2023
On or after
April 4, 2023

Amount
$15,000
$60,000
100% of the
program price

The guest agrees the sums referenced in the cancellation provisions above
are not a penalty and represent a reasonable effort on behalf of A&K to
establish its loss prospectively and represent liquidated damages. These
include amongst other costs but not limited to fees charged by hotels and
travel suppliers to A&K for cancelled bookings.
A&K reserves the right to cancel the Tour at any time for any reason
whatsoever, in its sole and unreviewable discretion. Provided, however,
that A&K shall have no right to cancel the Tour less than ten (10) days
before the scheduled departure except due to circumstances that make it
physically impossible for it to operate the Tour. If a charter is canceled 10 or
more days before the scheduled departure, A&K will notify you in writing
within 7 days after the cancellation, but in any event, at least 10 days before
the scheduled departure. If cancellation within 10 days of the departure
date is required because it is physically impossible to operate the Tour,
A&K will notify the guest as soon as possible.
The passenger’s acceptance of any refund offered under this Agreement
shall constitute a waiver of any additional remedies.
A&K and the Air Carrier each assume no responsibility and shall not
be held liable for acts of God, fire, flood, fog, smog, weather, mechanical
failures, acts of government or other civil or military authorities, wars, civil
disturbances, riots, terrorist acts, crimes, strikes, shortages of aviation fuel,
epidemics, pandemics, outbreaks of illness, quarantines, hazards incident

(b) Who refuses to consent to any reasonable checks of his person or
baggage deemed by the Air Carrier or responsible airport authorities to
be in the best interest of the flight;

(d) Whose passport, visas, vaccination certificates and all other required
travel documents are not complete, or who has not complied with the
applicable laws, regulations, orders, demands or travel requirements of
any country or state from, through or to which a charter flight is operated
on the Tour.
Tour Itinerary
The full Tour begins in London, United Kingdom, on September 29,
2023, and ends in London, United Kingdom, on October 20, 2023.
The information regarding the itinerary, flight segments, hotels, and
ground services provided in the Africa: Across a Continent by Private Jet
brochure is hereby incorporated by reference.
Passenger’s Representations
(a) Passenger certifies that he or she has not recently been treated for, nor is
he or she aware of, any physical or other condition or disability that would
create a hazard to him or herself or other members of this Tour or reduce
their ability to enjoy and benefit from the sightseeing and dining program.
Passenger agrees that he or she may be removed from the Tour at his or her
own expense if not compliant with the foregoing.
(b) Passenger agrees to comply with all treaties, customs, police, public
health and other regulations including the immigration and customs laws of
each country or state from, through, or to which the Tour is operated.
(c) Passenger accepts full responsibility for all consequences of his or her
failure to obtain passports, visas, vaccination certificates and all other
documents required for travel to destinations in the Tour itinerary.
(d) Passenger warrants that his or her passports have the minimum
required number of blank pages to last the duration of the itinerary as
described in the Africa: Across a Continent by Private Jet brochure.

PROGRAM INCLUSIONS

Included in the quoted program price:
Aircraft: The private jet flights will be performed using a Boeing 75723N(WL) aircraft with 50 lie-flat, VIP-style seats from London, United
Kingdom, routing via Cairo, Egypt; Kigali, Rwanda; Arusha, Tanzania;
Maun, Botswana; Cape Town, South Africa; Cotonou, Benin; Er
Rachidia, Morocco; Marrakech, Morocco; and London, United Kingdom.
The air carrier for the private jet flights will be Icelandair. Additionally,
local charter flights will be used for transportation and excursions in
Tanzania and Botswana.
Accommodations: Accommodations as indicated in the itinerary, based
on double occupancy. Single occupancy is available at a supplementary
cost. Single accommodations are limited on this program. A limited
number of suite upgrades are available at additional cost at some
destinations and can be purchased on a first-come, first-served basis.
Note: A&K will assign seats on the private jet and hotel/camp
accommodations on a first-come, first-served basis at its discretion.
Visas: Concierge service to facilitate the procurement of required visas.
Meals: All meals, beginning with dinner in London on September 29,
2023, and ending with breakfast in Marrakech on October 20, 2023.

Beverages: Bottled water at all meals and on excursions. Beer, wine, soft
drinks and bottled water at all lunches and dinners where available. Full
bar service on private jet flights and at scheduled cocktail events.
Private transfers: Transfer on arrival to join the trip in London is
included, regardless of the day of arrival. Upon return to London on
October 20, 2023, transfers will be provided to other London-area
airports or into central London.
Additional inclusions: A&K’s Travelling Bell Boy Service is provided;
however, because of security regulations, this service may be limited
at airports, rail stations and points of embarkation for cruises. A&K’s
Traveller’s Valet includes laundry service for ten (10) pieces at two
selected locations during the trip; dry cleaning is not included.
Services: Services of professional A&K Tour Director, Tour Managers,
Photo Enrichment Coach, Luggage Manager and a Physician throughout
the itinerary; local guides are provided in each destination.
Hotel and airport taxes.
Internet access: Internet access will be limited in some destinations;
where available, complimentary Internet access is included. Wi-Fi speed
and coverage on board the private jet is limited and may vary depending
on location.
Entrance fees: During all sightseeing tours.
Gratuities: All gratuities, including those for your professional A&K Tour
Director/Managers, Photo Enrichment Coach and Luggage Manager.
Not included in the quoted program price:
A&K’s Guest Protection Program; airfares to join/leave the program;
additional or alternative sightseeing not included in the itinerary; excess
baggage charges; personal expenses such as costs to obtain passports and
visas which are not included in the Tour cost; special assistance; meals
other than specified in the itinerary; premium liquor except on the private
jet and during special events; beverages, other than those with group
meals or at group functions; personal laundry (except for A&K’s Traveller’s
Valet); and communication charges. Itinerary, accommodations and
arranged sightseeing are subject to change at any time due to unforeseen
circumstances or circumstances beyond A&K’s control. Every effort will be
made to operate the Tour as planned.

PRICES & ARRANGEMENTS

The quoted Tour price includes planning, handling and operational
charges, and is based on current rates of exchange, tariffs and taxes as of
August 2022. Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC, reserves the right to increase
Tour price to cover increased costs, fuel surcharges, tariffs and taxes after
brochure is published, and to reflect fluctuations in foreign exchange
markets. A&K is under no obligation to give a breakdown in costs of any
journey. Marco Polo Club discount is not applicable to this program.
Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC, also reserves the right to withdraw a
Tour or any part of it, to make such alterations in the itinerary, to change
the maximum number of passengers, or with the Tour inclusions as
it deems necessary or desirable and to pass on to Tour members any
expenditures or losses caused by delays or events beyond its control.

PASSPORTS & VISAS

A passport is required for all guests on this journey. Your passport needs
to be valid beyond April 21, 2024, and should have a minimum of (12)
blank visa pages for entry and exit stamps. At least two blank pages
must be consecutive for entering and leaving South Africa. Tourist visas
and/or entry permits are also required for U.S. and Canadian passport
holders for entry into for Egypt, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Benin, and must
be obtained prior to departure. At the time of publication, visas are not
required for U.S. or Canadian passport holders for any other destination
on this itinerary. Citizens of other countries should contact the appropriate
consular office for entry requirements pertaining to their journey. A&K
provides a visa processing concierge service; information and instructions
for the procurement of required visas to Egypt, Rwanda, Tanzania, and
Benin will be provided in your pre-tour documentation. This service
does not include visa fees or guarantee the issuance of visas or passports.
Officials may request additional documentation and, in declining to issue a
passport or visa, such officials may not disclose their reasoning. Failure to
obtain visas and/or entry permits does not negate the terms and conditions.
Any extra costs for rerouting participants without visas and/or entry
permits will be the responsibility of the participant.

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

This is an active program, which requires you to make a realistic
assessment of your health. All participants are expected to be in active
good health, to enjoy travelling as part of a group, and to be ready to
experience cultural differences with grace. Walking and climbing stairs
are required in many hotels and airports, to board the aircraft, and as
part of many excursions. Prior to travelling, we highly recommend
visiting your personal physician for a check-up, so that you may discuss
your ability to participate in this type of journey. Proof of yellow fever
inoculation is required. For the latest recommendations on specific
health precautions for the areas you will visit, consult your physician
and the Centers for Disease Control. Any physical condition requiring
special attention, diet, or treatment should be reported in writing when
the reservation is made. We will make reasonable efforts to accommodate
participants with special needs; however, we cannot accommodate
wheelchairs. If you require a slower pace, extra assistance, or the use of
a cane or walking stick, arrangements will be made for private touring
at each destination, if necessary, at the discretion of our Tour staff.
Any extra cost for such arrangements will be the responsibility of the
participant. If you would like to forgo some of the scheduled sightseeing
to rejuvenate and relax, please feel free to do so at any time.

COVID-19 VACCINATION REQUIREMENT

All guests must be fully vaccinated for COVID-19 and present proof of
vaccination during travel on Private Jet Journeys. A&K accepts approved
vaccines per the World Health Organization list. Guests must also
comply with each country’s testing and/or vaccination requirements at
the time of entry.

COVID-19 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Guest must provide required health documentation for travel and agree
to comply with all health protocols as directed by A&K staff during their
journey. Noncompliance with these measures will result in not being
able to travel or continue on the journey. Guest voluntarily assumes
all risks and related expenses in the event that they or any member of
their travelling party require testing or quarantine, become infected

with COVID-19 or experience travel interruptions or delays. Guest
is required to follow the legal and regulatory requirements regarding
COVID-19 testing and quarantine per individual country regulations.
The testing procedures and results are solely subject to the control of
local governments. A&K has no control and has no authority to overrule,
change or amend local government policies as they relate to testing
or providing private quarantine facilities. A&K will assist all guests
where COVID-19 testing is required; however, A&K is merely acting as
a facilitator in order to assist guests who require a COVID-19 test. All
COVID-19 testing is carried out by third party testing facilities with no
association or affiliation to A&K, and A&K is not liable or responsible
for any results, issues, delays or problems encountered during the testing
process or the performance or non-performance of the testing facilities.

property damage, cancellation of any Activities for any reason, illness,
negligent rescue operations or procedures, personal injury, or death
arising out of your participation in the Activities, and any activity related
thereto, including transportation to and from the site of the Activities,
regardless of whether such property damage, illness, personal injury,
or death results from the negligence of the A&K Parties and/or from
any defect in equipment. You further agree to indemnify and hold the
A&K Parties harmless with respect to any claim made against the A&K
Parties by anyone else which (a) related to your participation in any trip
or any Activities, or (b) which would be subject to the above release and
covenant not to sue if you had made the claim directly yourself. Upon
receipt of notice of the assertion of a claim, the A&K Parties reserve the
right to approve, or withdraw approval of, counsel, in its sole discretion.

FORCE MAJEURE

TRAVEL ADVISORIES/WARNINGS

Force majeure means unusual and unforeseeable circumstances
beyond A&K’s control or the control of our suppliers, the consequence
of which neither A&K, nor its suppliers, could avoid even with all due
care, including, but not limited to, war or threat of war; riot; civil strife;
terrorist activity (actual or threatened); industrial dispute; technical
problems with transport, machinery or equipment; outages or power
failures; natural or nuclear disaster; fire, flood, drought or adverse
weather conditions; pandemics, epidemics or outbreaks of illness; and ice
conditions in oceans and level of water in rivers.
In the event of a cancellation or material alteration to the journey as a
result of the circumstances as described in this clause, A&K may in its
sole and absolute discretion:
(i) offer the guest(s) alternative travel arrangements or products of
comparable standard as may be appropriate in the circumstances; or
(ii) if alternative travel arrangements or products are not offered by A&K,
A&K will provide a travel credit to the guest equal to the value of the trip
less any sums A&K is not able to recover from any supplier.
A&K cannot assume responsibility for any other travel related costs
included but not limited to air, insurance, visas and other travel
arrangements, etc.

A&K MOBILE APP

Abercrombie & Kent may provide information for your journey via a web
platform and an A&K mobile app (the “App”). The use of the App is not
part of your holiday package experience and is merely intended to offer an
interactive option to view your itinerary and other related information.
Once downloaded, you are subject to the privacy policy and terms of use
as found in the App. You are responsible if you provide access or use of the
App to any members of your travelling party.

PHOTOGRAPHY DURING TRAVEL

A&K reserves the right to take photographs and video of guests during
the operation of any program or part thereof and to use, re-use, publish,
and republish their image, identity likeness, name, voice, interview,
statements, video clips and sound recordings, and/or photographic
portraits or pictures in which guest(s) may be included (an “Image”), for
promotional purposes during the program and thereafter. By booking
a program with A&K, guests acknowledge that A&K is the owner of the
photographs and video and agree to allow their Image to be used in such
photographs and videos, which may thereafter be used by A&K. Guests
who prefer that their images not be used must (1) identify themselves
to their Resident Tour Director at the beginning of their Tour; and (2)
notify their A&K Travel Consultant by email, not later than thirty (30)
days following the end of the guest’s journey. In the event the guest fails
to comply with both obligations, the guest shall not be exempt from
this section. If such written notice is not timely provided, the guests,
individually and on behalf of any minor child travelling with them, have
granted unrestricted rights and permission for A&K to use the Images.

LIMITS ON A&K’S RESPONSIBILITY

Neither A&K nor its parent company, affiliates or subsidiaries, nor any of
their respective employees, shareholders, officers, directors, successors,
representatives, agents and assigns (collectively the “A&K Parties”), owns
or operates any entity which is to or does provide goods or services for your
trip with the exception of a limited number of vehicles. A&K purchases
transportation (by aircraft, coach, train, vessel or otherwise), hotel and
other lodging accommodations, restaurant, ground handling and other
services from various independent suppliers (including from time to
time other affiliated A&K companies). All such persons and entities are
independent contractors. As a result, the A&K Parties are not liable for any
negligent or willful act of any such person or entity or of any third person.
In addition and without limitation, the A&K Parties are not responsible
for any injury, financial or physical loss, death, inconvenience, delay or
damage to personal property in connection with the provision of any
goods or services whether resulting from but not limited to acts of God
or force majeure, illness, disease, acts of war, civil unrest, insurrection
or revolt, animals, strikes or other labor activities, criminal or terrorist
activities of any kind, overbooking or downgrading of services, food
poisoning, mechanical or other failure of aircraft or other means of
transportation or for failure of any transportation mechanism to arrive
or depart on time.
There are many inherent risks in adventure travel of the type involved
here, which can lead to illness, injury, or even death. These risks are
increased by the fact that these trips take place in remote locations, far
from medical facilities. Guest assumes all such risks associated with
participating in these trips.
If you decide to participate in any activities including, but not limited
to, any excursions involving animals, riding on animals, scuba diving,
snorkeling, boating, hot air ballooning, helicopter flights, ziplining, high
altitude treks, climbing, quad biking, parasailing, parachuting, kayaking,
whitewater rafting, jet boat rides, snowmobiling, primate tracking
and any other activity which A&K considers to carry inherent risk of
serious illness, injury or death (“Activities”), then you fully understand
and acknowledge that Activities carry with them various inherent
risks, including serious illness, injury or death and you take complete
responsibility for your own health and safety and agree to assume all
risks of injury, illness or death, whether foreseen or unforeseen, that may
befall you as a result of participating in any Activities and agree to release
the A&K Parties from any liability whatsoever related thereto.

It is the responsibility of the guest to become informed about the most
current travel advisories and warnings by referring to the U.S. State
Department or their respective government agencies. In the event of an
active State Department or government agency Travel Warning against
travel to the specific destination location(s) of the trip, should the guest
still choose to travel, notwithstanding any travel advisory, the guest
assumes all risk of personal injury, death or property damage that may
arise out of the events like those advised or warned against.

ARBITRATION AGREEMENT

Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to these Terms and
Conditions, to the Limits on A&K’s Responsibility clause, to any A&K
brochure, or to any information regarding any A&K journey, service or
package, or to any A&K-related trip, activity, service or package, shall be
settled in the first instance by binding arbitration before one (1) arbitrator
in Chicago, Illinois. Any party or their representative may appear for
the arbitration by telephone or video conference. Each party shall bear
its own fees, costs and expenses and an equal share of any arbitrator and
administrative fees; however, the prevailing party shall be entitled to
full recovery of all such costs and fees. Disputes shall be arbitrated on an
individual basis, with there being no right or authority for any disputes
to be arbitrated on a class action basis or in a purported representative
capacity on behalf of the general public, other travel suppliers or other
entities similarly situated.

GUEST’S REPRESENTATIONS

The guest represents that neither he nor she nor anyone travelling with
him or her has any physical or other condition or disability that could
create a hazard to him or herself or other members of the Tour.
A&K reserves the right to decline to accept anyone on a trip, and to
remove from the trip, at his or her sole expense, anyone whose condition
is such that he or she could create a hazard to himself or herself or others,
or otherwise impact the enjoyment of other guests on the trip. Additional
guest assistance is available at a supplemental cost.

AIR TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM LONDON

Air transportation to and from London is not included in the Tour price.
Upon request we will arrange the best-priced airfare available in the class
category you request at the time of your booking. Please note that certain
airfares are subject to a service fee. Should you cancel or change your air
reservation before or after your departure, cancellation penalties may apply.
Air reservations will not be confirmed until a passport copy is received.

AIRLINE CONDITIONS

Aircraft are not responsible for any act, omission or event during the time
guests are not on board the aircraft during the itinerary. These programs
may use the services of any IATA carrier.
The Aircraft used are subject to international air conventions limiting
their liability. The limitations of liability are contained on the reverse
side of the airline ticket and form part of the terms and conditions of this
package. A&K reserves the right to substitute, without giving reason,
another one or more aircraft of suitable standard and configuration for
the aircraft operated.
ANY PAYMENT TO ABERCROMBIE & KENT CONSTITUTES YOUR
ACCEPTANCE OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET OUT
HEREIN AND IN YOUR PRE-TRAVEL DOCUMENTATION.

ONE NAME: ONE UNPARALLELED
STANDARD WORLDWIDE

Throughout this brochure, you’ll see references to “Abercrombie
& Kent” (or simply “A&K”). This is our shorthand for the many
independent Abercrombie & Kent companies that work with
A&K, to provide its guests with a consistent worldwide standard
of expertise and excellence in travel. Their independence allows
our guests to benefit from unique local knowledge and specialized
services available only from destination-based operating
companies around the globe.

AMENDMENTS

A&K reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions in its published
materials and to amend these Terms and Conditions at any time as the
result of any material changes to legislation or regulation. All amended
Terms and Conditions shall automatically be effective upon being posted
by A&K to the website abercrombiekent.com. Accordingly, guests should
check the website abercrombiekent.com prior to travel in order to ensure
they are aware of any changes.

PRIVACY NOTICE

See the A&K USA Privacy Notice, which can be found at
abercrombiekent.com/privacy, and which is incorporated herein.
©2022 Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC, ABERCROMBIE & KENT, A&K,
CONNECTIONS, CONNECTIONS BY ABERCROMBIE & KENT,
DESIGN YOUR DAY, INSPIRING EXPERIENCES, GUARDIAN
ANGEL, MARCO POLO CLUB, MARCO POLO JOURNEYS,
RESIDENT TOUR DIRECTOR, SIGNATURE SERIES, SIMPLY THE
BEST WAY TO TRAVEL, TRAVELLER’S VALET, TRAVELLING BELL
BOY and the ampersand design are service marks owned by A&K Sarl.
CST #2007274-20

Further, as consideration for being permitted to participate in the
Activities; you release the A&K Parties, whether known or unknown,
from, and agree not to sue or make claim against the A&K Parties for,

888 755 3491 | abercrombiekent.com/private-jet
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C U LT U R A L T R E A S U R E S
A ROU ND T HE WOR LD BY PR IVATE J ET
24 Days | May 6–29, 2023
$153,900 per person, double occupancy
$19,500 single supplement
Seattle | Japan | Nepal | Bhutan | India | Uzbekistan
Abu Dhabi | Jordan | Italy | Boston
Join a spectacular around-the-world adventure that introduces you to
some of the most fascinating peoples, places and celebrations in
intimate and unforgettable ways. From the peerless Taj Mahal and
Abu Dhabi’s modern wonders to a flight over Everest base camp and
a Sicilian wedding party, Cultural Treasures immerses you in the
touchstones that define the societies that created them.

Join us for an unforgettable journey of discovery to the world’s most inspiring destinations. To make
your reservation, call 888 755 3491, visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to your travel professional.

